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Abstract. Modern large software-intensive development organizations are
nowadays more and more often believed to transform their structures and
operations towards large-scale agility in search for higher performances. Based
on a survey conducted in Finland in 2018, in this paper we explore the current
state of the affairs with respect to how extensively organizations are actually
transforming themselves, in what ways this takes place in practice and for what
goals. Most of the respondents were in large organizations. The results show that
the majority of the surveyed respondents indicated that their organizations have
conducted agile transformations or are currently doing so. Different strategies
and tactics have been used in the transformations, but markedly the respondents
reported most that the company has had external consultants (subcontracting) to
assist in the change. The most important goals aimed to be achieved with agile
means were productivity and quality (operative) and responsiveness to
customer/market changes (new features). Notably only very few respondents
reported their organizations to be currently non-agile (do not use at all agile
methods in software development).
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1 Introduction and Background

Agile methods and practices are nowadays mainstream in software development
organizations. In large organizations agile software development is scaled in size to
multiple teams and project program levels (large-scale agile). However, agile practices
and ways of working are also increasingly applied in other functional areas and oper-
ations of large companies. Moreover, modern software-intensive companies facing
digitalization are gearing to become agile enterprises – nimble and flexible with business
agility [1]. These companies may be performing enterprise agile transformations.
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When agile software development methods and practices are extended and scaled
up to enterprise levels in large organizations, new competences and organizational
capabilities beyond software engineering are required to conduct successful agile
transformations [1, 2]. These include such as organization design and dynamics, pro-
duction economics and product/service solution management which are all distinct
disciplines of their own. Each organization should know their needs and goals of agility
[3, 4].

Agile research tends to be lagging behind industrial practice. Assuming that large
companies are in reality performing agile transformations, there is a need for more
empirical research. Relevant research topics include how to conduct large-scale agile
transformations, what the important context factors are, and what the role of the
established agile scaling frameworks (e.g., SAFe) is [5]. Our research problem is to
understand why and how different companies want to change with agile means
including whether companies have conducted agile transformations and to what extent,
and how beneficial and successful their particular changes have been. Digitalization is
one of our key context factors. In this paper we present current results with respect to
agile transformations in large organizations based on our recent survey study done in
Finland. We have reported related results about agile scaling frameworks (SAFe)
elsewhere [6]. Notably here we see scaled agile in software development as a means for
enterprise-level agility in larger organizations.

Various Agile surveys have been conducted earlier, but nowadays especially the
fast progress of digitalization makes it topical for different organizations. Agile is
expanding from pure software industry to traditional, non-software industries and
scaling in enterprises. Considering prior and related survey works, one of the most
internationally known ones is the annual State of Agile survey by Version One [7]. In
Finland a particular scientific survey was done in 2012 [8]. In addition, the annual
Finnish Software Industry Survey has addressed agility-related points [9]. Our guiding
motivations for this survey research were to investigate the current state of the agile
development in Finland taking into account enterprise-level agility and also non-ICT
companies.

2 Survey Research Design

The overall purpose of our survey research was to examine the current state of Agile
and enterprise agility in Finland. To begin with, we were interested in measuring how
widely agile methods and practices are currently applied in industrial practice and how
that is evolving.

Following this line of thinking we defined a broad range of topics and issues
ranging from basic ones of agile software methods and practices to company-wide
matters. Moreover, we aimed to investigate not only the current whereabouts but also
the future intentions of the companies. The target population was intentionally not
limited to software companies since we were also interested in non-software companies
currently facing digitalization and becoming more software-intensive (i.e., companies
in other industries than IT).
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The survey questionnaire was composed by starting from our selected main
research themes and interests stated above. The questionnaire structure comprised the
following primary sections:

1. Company’s state of agile
2. Agile company transformation
3. Agile future of the company

The specific questions were compiled on the one hand by referring to prior surveys
for comparison purposes (e.g., [7, 8]) and by deriving from our industrial experiences
and our prior works (e.g., [3]) on the other hand. The draft questionnaire was first
piloted both in our industrial and academic organizations. The final version consisted of
total of 50 questions (including background information items). Certain questions were
only applicable depending on their preceding selector questions (e.g., whether SAFe is
in use or not). The survey was available in both Finnish and in English (translated by
the first author).

For data collection the survey was implemented as a web-based online question-
naire with the Finnish/English language choice. The questionnaire was distributed
through social media and a proprietary industrial mailing list mass postings to over 600
people, and it was open for responding for four weeks during November and December
2018.

3 Results

In this paper we present the subset of the full survey result data directly related to the
research topic of large agile transformations. In the survey the following questions
addressed specifically that area:

• When has there been executed or planned agile transformation in Your company
most recently?1

– The question was instructed as follows: “Extensive (covering the entire software
development) change to adopt agile methods, practices and ways of working”

• How is Your company/has Your company been executing agile transformation?
• Why does Your company want to become more agile?
• Is Your company conducting or planning an agile transformation?

– This question was applicable for non-agile company respondents only (i.e., the
ones who reported their company not to use agile methods at all).

Next, we present the results data of the above main questions. A total of over 400
replies were received, but only 28% of the respondents finished the questionnaire. Not
all replied to all questions. In this paper, we report only on the data of those respon-
dents (119) who replied to the last question in the questionnaire sequence (background

1 In this paper we show the English translations of the Finnish questions regardless of which language
the respondents have used.
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information of the respondent). In our web-tool implementation of the questionnaire we
did not restrict the finishing with mandatory questions.

The key respondent demographic information is presented in Tables 1 and 2.
Notably most of the respondents (74%) were from large or very large organizations.

Table 3 shows that approximately 40% of the responses indicated that the
respondents’ organizations have already conducted agile transformations (‘Done’)
while 30% stated that they are currently (at the time of the survey in 2018) doing that
(‘In progress’). Furthermore, it tabulates the distributions according to the top industry
sectors (see Table 2).

Table 1. What is the size of Your organization?

(multi choice not allowed) n (N = 119, ‘No answer’ choice
N/A = 4)

% (out of
N)

Very large (more than 5000
persons)

45 38

Large (more than 250 persons) 43 36
Middle-sized (50–250 persons 12 10
Small (10–50 persons) 12 10
Micro (less than 10 persons) 3 3

Table 2. What is the primary sector (line of business) of Your company?

(top 3) (multi choice not allowed) n (N = 117, N/A = 2) %

C1 ICT sector (including consulting), information technology 39 33
C2 Financial sector (banking, insurance) 27 23
C4 Telecom services 13 11

Table 3. When has there been executed or planned agile transformation in Your company most
recently?

(multi choice allowed) n (N = 117,
N/A = 6)

% (out
of N)

C1
(N = 34)

C2
(N = 27)

C4
(N = 13)

Done over 5 years ago 15 13 11 0 1
Done 2–5 years ago 22 19 9 3 6
Done some one year ago 14 12 1 3 2
In progress 35 30 5 16 5
Planned, implementation
schedule open

8 7 2 3 0

Under planning (e.g.,
pilots)

5 4 0 4 0

Not done/planned agile
transformation

20 17 8 1 0
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Table 4 gives insights about how the respondents perceived their organizations’
transformations conducted in practice. The organizations have applied both bottom-up
and top-down approaches to their transformations. The respondents indicated the uti-
lization of external consulting support most (43%).

We did not ask directly why companies conduct their agile transformations.
However, insights to that can be inferred from what goals they target to achieve with
agility. Table 5 summarizes what the respondents ranked the five most important
reasons for becoming agile for their organizations.

Finally, in contrast we were also interested in non-agile organizations (i.e., who
respond to the question: ‘How widely does Your company use agile methods in
software development? – We do not use at all’). Only 6 out of the 119 respondents
were in non-agile organizations. Most of them (5) stated that their organization are not
active to transform, either (‘Is Your company conducting or planning an agile trans-
formation? – Not in progress/planning’).

Table 4. How is Your company/has Your company been executing agile transformation?

(multi choice allowed) n (N = 84,
N/A = 2)

% (out of
N)

The company has a strategy for adopting agile ways of
working and practices

24 29

The company has initiated the change top-down in the
organization

26 31

The company has initiated the change bottom-up (from
teams) in the organization

34 40

There is a dedicated agile support team in the company 37 44
The company has had external consultants (subcontracting) to
assist in the change

51 61

Self-made transformation in the company 13 15
In other ways (how) 5 6

Table 5. Why does Your company want to become more agile?

(top 5, multi choice allowed) n (N = 85,
N/A = 2)

% (out
of N)

Productivity and quality (operative) 62 73
Responsiveness to customer/market changes (new features) 56 66
Job satisfaction 46 54
Fast/continuous organizational learning in rapidly changing
operating environments

43 51

Competitive and desirable products (new product
development)

41 48
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4 Discussion

Our key discovery in this study is that agile transformations have been conducted in
this Finnish sample of organizations already several years ago (see Table 3). They are
also ongoing in different industry sectors.

Another key insight is that different large organizations appear to be using different
strategies and tactics for their agile transformations (see Table 4). There is emphasis to
have external consultants (subcontracting) to assist in the change. That could indicate
that the companies have realized to need new competencies and/or additional resources
to perform their transformations in sustainable ways. Unsurprisingly company internal
efficiencies were scored the highest goals to be attained with agile means but also the
external, customer-related goals of agility are important. Such performance effects
require systematic company-wide capabilities that agile transformations may bring.

In comparison to the related studies, Rodríguez et al. investigated agile and lean
adoption (usage of agile and lean methods) in software developing organizations [8].
They do not address agile transformation in the large organizational scale like we do.
With respect to our results (‘The company has initiated the change top-down in the
organization’ in Table 4) one particular comparable point in their study was that top
management commitment was the most significant challenge in agile and lean adop-
tion. Like in our results (Table 5), productivity was the most important goal. Notably,
though, in our survey questionnaire agile and lean were not combined.

VersionOne also reports agile adoption (usage of agile practices) rather than
transformation [7]. However, their 2018 survey concludes that “agile is expanding
within the enterprise” for instance with product roadmapping. One comparable result
point in their study is that 30% of the respondents’ organizations have been practicing
agile development methods for more than 5 years while in our case some 13% of the
respondents reported their organizations to have performed agile transformation in that
time frame (‘Done over 5 years ago’ in Table 3). In contrast to our results (Table 5)
and the study by Rodríguez et al. [8], the most important goal for agile adoption was
reported to be accelerated delivery speed while productivity was ranked third.

With respect to non-agile organizations VersionOne reports that 97% of respon-
dents’ organizations practice agile development methods [7]. In our survey the com-
parative value is 94%. Strikingly, Rodríguez et al. reported 42% of organizational units
with no agile nor lean methods usage [8]. This could be due to the differences in the
sample population or that the organizations have progressed since that time (2012).

Considering the comparability and generalization, we acknowledge that a validity
concern in our results is whether all the respondents have interpreted and conceived the
term agile transformation in the same way (‘Extensive (covering the entire software
development) change to adopt agile methods, practices and ways of working’). How-
ever, also Rodríguez et al. did not limit the usage of agile with specific definitions [8].

A general limitation due to our survey design is that we did not ask the respondents
to identify their organization. Consequently, we cannot tell the number of different
responding companies. Rodríguez et al. acknowledged the same in this kind of survey
research [8]. Due to the confidentiality reasons we refrain from evaluating how
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representative our respondent sample is with respect to all Finnish industries. However,
the respondents represented several different business domains (see Table 2).

5 Conclusions

Based on a recent survey conducted in Finland in 2018, in this paper we have explored
the current state of Agile with respect to how extensively organizations are actually
transforming themselves and in what ways in practice. Most of the surveyed respon-
dents perceived to be in organizations which have already conducted agile transfor-
mations or are currently doing so. Different organizations have used different strategies
and tactics but external consultant support is often utilized.

Further work will be done to analyze the survey results more broadly and deeply
with cross-tabulations covering more questions than was possible in here. Digitaliza-
tion may affect companies in different business domains and industries differently.

Our future research plans include repeating the survey study in certain other
countries and also annually in Finland. That would make it possible to do more
extensive comparative and longitudinal analysis.

Furthermore, our questionnaire can be refined and improved based on the experi-
ences of this first survey round. Considering large agile transformations, a refinement
could be to enquire whether the transformation covers the company fully (enterprise
agility) or partially – and how exactly (only software development/IT or certain
functions/levels) [10, 11]. Additional context factors to support the results analysis
could be what particular business environment variables, regulations, certifications or
other such requirements and constraints influence the software development of the
company. Naturally, already the business domains (Table 2) inform such factors in
general.
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